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English and Composition 

- laptop or Chromebook with word processing capability, 
email, and printing of documents. (Students expected to 
have fully-charged computer daily) 

- 3 ring binder w/dividers (5 or more) 
- 1  1-inch ring binder with college-ruled notebook paper 
- #2 pencils and blue or black ink pens 
- 1 large pencil pouch to hold paperback novel, pencils, 

pens,and Sticky notes 
- 1 pkg.multi-colored “flags”/page markers 
- 1 pkg.multi-colored highlighters 
- All novels on Summer Reading list that purchase is 

required for Classroom use.

Science
(all require laptop or Chromebook)

Biology, AP Biology, AP Environmental 
- book“marble” composition book (bound, lined NOT graph paper 

pages)
- 5 subject dividers
- 3 ring binder with loose leaf notebook paper
- 1 black Sharpie or 1 roll Scotch tape
- colored pens

Chemistry and Physics
-  black and white bound composition book

Mathematics
(all require laptop or Chromebook)

Pre-Algebra and Algebra I, Geometry
- TI 84 Plus Graphing Calculator - battery operated                             
- extra batteries                                                                                                                                                                                  
-   graph paper and loose leaf notebook paper                                                                  
- 2 Black and White composition books with graph paper                   
- protractor (Geometry only)
- pencils and colored pencils
- scissors
- pack of glue sticks

Honors/Standard Algebra II / Pre-Cal
- TI 84 graphing calculator
- pencils and colored pencils
- graph paper and loose leaf paper
- 1 1/2” to 2” ring binder with dividers

AP Calculus AB & BC
- 2” to 2 1/2” 3 ring binder with dividers
- loose leaf paper and graph paper
- pencils and colored pencils
- TI 89 graphing calculator

Math 7
- 3 ring binder with loose leaf paper
- pencils
- graph paper

AP Computer Science
-  2 1/2-3in binder and a notebook

Art
(all require laptop or Chromebook)

7th/ 8th Grade(supplies should last 2 school years)
1 9x12 Sketch book (100 pages)
1 16x20 canvas
2 Ultra fine and 2 Regular Black Sharpies
1 UHU Glue Stick, large (NOT Elmers!)
1 small pair sharp paper scissors (like Fiskars)
1 set drawing pencils with eraser and sharpener
1 ruler
1 large zippered pouch to hold loose supplies supplies
Studio Art I
- Sketch book 9x12
- 2 16x20 canvases
- 2 fine line Sharpies
- white T-shirt
- 2 rolls package tape
Other Studio Classes
Same as above but you will need canvases larger than 
16x20

Social Studies 
(all require laptop or Chromebook)

 US and AP US History 
- 1 notebook    - 1 folder or binder  - 1 book cover 
- notebook dividers - note cards - highlighters 
7th grade North Carolina History 
- 3 ring binder - 2 inches wide with 4 dividers 
- Red ink pen or correcting pencil 
- Rand McNally Easy-to-fold North Carolina State Map 

Publisher: Rand McNally; Laminated Map edition (April 
26, 2012) Available on Amazon ISBN-10: 0528994824 - 
ISBN-13: 978-0528994821 

8th grade US History 
- composition spiral notebook, colored pencils , pencils, 

blue or black pens 
9th grade World History 1 notebook, 1 3-ring binder,1 book 
cover, basic set of colored pencils 

Languages and Classics 
(all require laptop or Chromebook)

8th Grade SPANISH: Spanish/English dictionary, 3 ring 
binder, loose leaf lined paper, pencils, pens, highlighter

SPANISH 1 : 3 ring binder, lined paper, Spanish Dictionary,  
pencils 

SPANISH 2: 3 ring binder, lined paper,Spanish Dictionary, 
pencils, jumbo book cover  

SPANISH 3: 3 ring binder, lined paper, 501 Spanish Verbs 
(yellow book of conjugations) jumbo book cover, pencils, 
Post it tabs  

SPANISH 4 3 ring binder, lined paper, 501 Spanish Verbs 
(yellow book of conjugations),  jumbo Book Cover, pencils 

7th Grade Classics  1  3-ring binder 


